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shepherd by two others who envied him his fine flock. Making use
of the superstition that sheep can be second-sighted, and that some
of their cries portend death, the poet or his successors have been
able to remodel the narrative, reducing it to its quintessential pathos.
It becomes a dialogue between the doomed shepherd and his lamb:
'At set of sun,
there'll be murder done
by the Ungurean
and that Vrancean.'
4O lambkin mine,
so wondrous fine,
must I be killed
in fennel field,
tell the Vrancean
and the Ungurean,
my corpse to hide
in a grave beside
the fold for the sheep,
for aye to sleep
by the sheepcot here,
that my dogs me hear/
So the short, sobbing, monotonous verses go on, with no thought
of resistance to an inevitable fate. The genesis of this piece may
be ascribed to the south-western comer of Moldavia, where,
especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there were
frequent battles between the shepherds as they sought new pastures
in the Carpathian hills. It spread outward in all directions, but the
versions gathered on the circumference are less moving than those
of the centre.
So it comes about that the Rumanian ballads are habitually un~
heroic. They are so unlike those of Serbia in tone, that a stirring
note is almost a sure sign of foreign origin. The ballads of shep-
herds are timeless and nameless. Nature is destiny, and often
cruel, but it is not tragic, since there is no complaint or repining
against fate. The two great ballads—Mioritd and Master Manole—
express an unreplning helplessness in the face of a disaster which
is seen but cannot be prevented. They are melancholy, but not
sceptical or angry; they are optimistic, because there is a funda-
mental belief in naive goodness. A wistful, momentary grace falls
on songs in which the simplest words are the most moving.1 The
1 L. Rusu, Le Sens de Vexistence dans la Poesie populaire roumaine, Paris, 1935.

